Future Internet Research projects are invited to present their activities related to standardization at the “Standards brokerage event” of the Future Internet Assembly (FIA) summit, taking place in Aalborg 10-11th May 2012.

A panel of Standard Development Organisations representatives will attend the presentations to provide further guidance to projects for their future standardisation activities.

- If your project is contributing to the emergence of Future Internet by looking at enabling technologies such as: networks, infrastructures, internet of Things, the Internet of Services, etc.
- If your project has defined or intend to define standardized characteristics (architecture interfaces, protocols, ...)
- If you think that your research is worthwhile to be further exploited by enlarging the community of users or creating synergies between projects
- If you would like to get guidance on standardisation processes

Then you should come and present your position and your activities

Applications and presentations should be composed of 3 slides covering

1. The scope of the project
2. The planned or done standardization related activities
3. The expectations

These contributions have to be sent to the FIA standardisation working group at: fistand-wg@my-fire.eu before the 10th April 2012.

The FIA standardization working group¹ is organizing this session and will select 8 to 12 presentations, with the aim to maximise the interactions during the session.

In addition, all proposals made will have the opportunity to be advertised and supported by the FIA standardization working group so to increase the projects’ research exploitation.

¹ http://fisa.future-internet.eu/index.php/FIA_Standardisation_Support